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No

Height Weight 40 YD 10 YD Arm Hand Vert 3 Cone SS Broad Bench

6054 265 4.76 1.65 33" 10.25" 31.5" 7.1 4.26 116" 25

SUMMARY

SCHEME FIT

BEST Separation, Hands/Adjust, Balance Through Contact, Awareness vs. Zone 

WORST

TE, H, F

Versatile TE that is effective in the short, intermediate, and deep passing game. 

2016: Missed week 15 with a concussion; 2015: Probable week 6 with a sore neck and 

week 3 with knee swelling, played through both injuries; 2014: Missed week 2 with a foot 

injury and played through a week 17 shoulder injury.

KEY STATS

Tapes Viewed

3-year veteran that has started in 39 of 49 career games and 18 of 18 games in 2016, while missing week 15 due

to a concussion. Plays under HC Bill O’Brien’s predominate Zone run system that utilizes him primarily as an F

TE that is frequently in motion, near the LOS and split out, while also seeing time as an H and a Y. Was versatile

on and off the LOS (split or inside), while also playing in a lot of 12 personal and being a part of a TE committee

that saw him playing 60% of the snaps in 2016. Very Good height and length, with good weight and a solid build

that possesses good athletic ability, which is displayed by his lateral agility and acceleration in space. Very good

at creating separation in the short area of the field, with solid COD, and uses his physicality at the top of Curl and

Cut routes to subtly push off, while showing good acceleration and quickness off the LOS to challenge LBs on

vertical routes. Good soft hands/adjustment and manual dexterity to maximize his wide strike zone, while

displaying very good concentration to secure contested catches, while smoothly adjusting to balls behind him

and showing explosiveness to leap and pluck overthrown passes. Very good awareness vs. Zone coverage and

displays good mental processing by sitting in between zones and using his body well to keep defenders from

making plays on the ball. Displays solid play strength and good balance through contact when the ball is in his

hand, while being a pain to bring down and shielding the football, with his body, through contact, while showing

solid competitive toughness diving for first downs and lowering his shoulder on defenders. Good foot quickness

and lateral agility at the LOS to put himself in position to execute solid Reach and Pull blocks, with a solid

understanding of blocking angles on interior Zone/Reach blocks. Solid in Combo blocks and is good at executing

second level blocks by transitioning very well to locate the LB and position his body in front of the POA, while

showing the effort to stay in front of blocks in space. Solid outside Power/C gap blocker, while on an angle, by

stalemating and sealing the edge with his quickness against solid competition, while also showing the footwork,

lateral agility, and speed to locate solid DE’s on pulling Trap plays across the LOS. Displayed solid anchor ability

and foot quickness to challenge solid pass rushers in pass protection. Adequate COD at maximum speeds

through intermediate cut routes and he struggled adjusting to lower passes, due to his size. Adequate

elusiveness with the ball in his hands and relies on strength to gain YAC. Adequate COG and balance as a blocker,

while displaying marginal pad level and adequate hand placement and timing, which hinders his ability to

sustain Zone blocks, due to lack of blocking strength, once he puts himself in good position to execute them.

Adequate Drive blocker while displaying adequate play strength as a blocker by lacking the necessary punch to

shock defenders, while he often loses the pad level battle against solid DE, DT, and 3-4 OLBs, while creating little

to no push at the LOS. Adequate pass protection ability by lacking the flexibility to bend against speed rushers

and struggled with his jump and 45 degree set angles, while playing way too high and losing balance due to

overextension at the hip. Starting tight end that possesses good foot quickness and lateral agility, which he

utilizes to create separation, while displaying soft hands and a good ability to adjust around his strike zone. Gets

too high while blocking and displays marginal pad level, with adequate timing and punch to effectively leverage

his strength as an overall blocker.

CAREER INFORMATION

Games Played

49
Games Started

39
Games Won

Pad Level in Blocking Assignments, Hand Placement/Punch/Timing While Blocking

PROJECTION Starting TE that possesses good foot quickness and lateral agility, which he utilizes to create 

separation, while displaying soft hands and a good ability to adjust around his strike zone. 

Gets too high while blocking and displays adequate timing, pad level, and punch to 

effectively leverage his strength as an overall blocker.

2016: at MIN 10/9, at DEN 10/24, at OAK 11/21, at GB 12/4, vs CIN 12/24

26
Winning %

53%
Positions Started

INJURIES

2016 was a breakout year with 54 receptions, for 559 yards, and 4 TDs, which more than 

doubles each stat from his first two seasons. Tied for team lead in receiving touchdowns.
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MEASURABLES

Pro Position(s)

TE
DOB (Age)

10-22-91 (25)
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Falato, Nick
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